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Abstract
Although fruitful representation results induced by some kinds of injective models, e.g.,
+ltered, ranked and quasi-linear injective models, etc., have been established in the literature,
it is still an open problem to characterize the family of all injective inference relations in terms
of rules. The type of postulates appearing in recent literature seems to be unable to characterize
this family. This brings up an interesting theoretical problem: What kind of injective inference
relations may be characterized by existent types of postulates? This paper makes an initial step to
answer this question. To this end, a notion of a normal condition is introduced, which subsumes
all Horn and non-Horn conditions presented in the literature. We obtain some results on injective
models generating inferences characterized by normal conditions, and show that these injective
models must be speci+c standard models. Moreover, for any set of injective models determined
only by a structural property of preferential orders, if the family of inference relations induced
by it can be characterized by normal conditions, then it must be a subset of +ltered models in
this circumstance. Thus, its associated inference relations satisfy the non-Horn rule disjunctive
rationality.
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1. Introduction
Injective preferential model is an interesting and important preferential model in
nonmonotonic logic. A number of representation theorems established in the literature
reveal that there exists a large class of nonmonotonic inference relations that may be
represented by injective models [1,8,11,13,18]. These inference relations are referred
to as injective inference relations.
For the moment, it is still an open problem to characterize the family of all injective
inference relations in terms of rules, Pino PJerez and Carlos UzcJategui even think that
[13]:
“These two families of consequence relations seem so complex that we will not
be surprised if there is no such a characterization (at least in terms of the type
of postulates used so far to classify consequence relations).”
In the above quotation, two families point at preferential relations which can be
represented by injective preferential models and standard models introduced in [8]. In
the >nite framework, Freund provides a representation theorem for preferential rela-
tions satisfying the condition weak disjunctive rationality (WDR) in terms of injective
preferential models [8]. Recently, this result has been generalized as follows: in any
language, a preferential inference relation satis>es WDR if and only if it admits a repre-
sentation in terms of standard models [18]. However, it seems to be a very diPcult task
to characterize exactly all the preferential inference relations which are representable
by injective models. A similar diPculty also appears in the research on belief change
[3,14,16].
The above viewpoint, due to Pino PJerez and Carlos UzcJategui, suggests to us the
following conjecture: the expressive power of the type of postulates appearing in the
literature is not suPcient to characterize the family of all injective inference relations.
Thus, an interesting theoretical problem is raised, which is, what kind of injective
inference relations may be characterized by existent types of postulates? This is our
primary concern in this paper, and so we introduce a notion of a normal condition.
Roughly speaking, a condition  is said to be normal if an inference relation |∼ satis>es
 then so does the reduct of the relation |∼ to any sublanguage. Clearly, any Horn
and non-Horn conditions that have appeared in the literature are normal. We obtain
some properties of injective models having inference relations characterized by normal
conditions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, some basic de>nitions and
results related to this paper are recalled. In Section 3, a notion of a speci+c standard
model is introduced and explored. Section 4 concerns with structural properties axiom-
atized by normal conditions. Finally, Section 5 compares our work with related works.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, some related de>nitions and results that have appeared in the literature
will be recalled.
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2.1. Preferential inference relation
We consider formulae of classical propositional calculus built over a set of atomic
formulae denoted ‘ plus two constants  and ⊥ (the formulae true and false, re-
spectively). For any formula , the set of all atomic formulae appeared in  will be
denoted by atm(). If ‘ is >nite we will say that the propositional language is >nite.
The set of all well formed formulae in ‘ will be denoted by Form(‘). A valuation is a
function v : ‘∪{;⊥}→{0; 1} such that v()= 1 and v(⊥)= 0. We use lower case
letters of the Greek alphabet to denote formulae, the letters v; n; m; v1; v2, etc. to denote
valuations, and Val(‘) to denote the set of all valuations for ‘.
The notation 	  means that the formula  is a tautology and v |=  means that the
valuation v satis>es  where compound formulae are evaluated as usual. If R is a set of
valuations, then  |=  means that v |=  for any valuation v∈. For any ⊆Form(‘),
we denote the set {v∈Val(‘) : v |=  for any ∈} by mod(). For any valuation v
for ‘, we denote the set { : v |=  and ∈Form(‘)} by Th(v). As usual, for any set
X , the cardinal number of X will be denoted by |X |.
A nonmonotonic inference relation is a binary relation over formulae which satis>es
some Horn or non-Horn conditions de>ned in the style of Gentzen. Following Gabbay
[9], this paper uses the relation symbol |∼ to denote nonmonotonic consequence to
distinguish it from monotonic logical consequence. If both  and  are formulae, then
the sequence  |∼  is called a conditional assertion. Given an inference relation |∼,
as usual, the set { :  |∼ } will be denoted by C|∼(). If there is no ambiguity we
shall write C() instead of C|∼(). For any set  of formulae, the set of all classical
consequences of  will be denoted by Cn(). If  is a formula, we shall write Cn()
instead of Cn({}).
A consequence relation |∼ is said to be preferential if and only if it contains all
instances of the axiom Re<exivity (i.e.,  |∼ ) and is closed under the inference rules
described below [10]:
LLE (left logical equivalence): If 	 ↔  and  |∼  then  |∼ .
RW (right weakening): If 	 →  and  |∼  then  |∼ .
CM (cautious monotony): If  |∼  and  |∼  then ∧  |∼ .
CUT: If  |∼  and ∧  |∼  then  |∼ .
OR: If  |∼  and  |∼  then ∨  |∼ .
In the following, we denote the set {LLE; RW; CM;CUT;OR;Re<exivity} by P.
2.2. Preferential models and some representation results
Let S be a set, ≺ be a strict partial order over S, i.e., ≺ is transitive and irreSexive,
and V ⊆ S; V is said to be smooth if for any t ∈V , either t is itself minimal in V ,
i.e., there is no w∈V such that w≺ t, or there exists s∈V such that s≺ t and s is
minimal in V . The set of all minimal elements of V with respect to ≺ will be denoted
by min(V ).
Following the de>nition in [10], a preferential model W for a language ‘ is a triple
〈S; l;≺〉, where S is a set, the elements of which are called states, the interpretation
function l : S→Val(‘) assigns a valuation to each state, and ≺ is a strict partial
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order on S satisfying the following smoothness condition: for any ∈Form(‘), the set
‖‖W = {s : s∈ S and l(s) |= } is smooth. If there is no ambiguity, we shall write ‖‖
for ‖‖W . Moreover, for the sake of convenience, the pair 〈S;≺〉 will be called a poset
in this paper. 1 A preferential model 〈S; l;≺〉 is said to be injective if the interpretation
function l is injective. The set of all injective models for ‘ will be denoted by IM (‘).
Let W be a preferential model, the inference relation generated by W will be denoted
by |∼W and is de>ned as follows: for any formulae  and ;  |∼W  iT for any s
minimal in ‖‖; l(s) |= . We denote the set { :  |∼W } by CW ().
Denition 2.1. For any preferential models W1 and W2 for the same language, if |∼W1
= |∼W2 then W1 will be said to be equivalent to W2 and denoted by W1≡W2.
In the seminal paper [10], Kraus et al. established an important representation result
for the family of all preferential relations as follows: a consequence relation is a
preferential inference relation if and only if it is generated by some preferential model.
In the rest of this paper, this result will be used without being referred.
In order to characterize injective inference relations, the following condition is
introduced by Freund [8]:
WDR C( ∨ ) ⊆ Cn(C() ∪ C()); where both  and  are formulae:
Moreover, in the >nite framework, Freund obtains a representation theorem for pref-
erential relations satisfying condition WDR in terms of injective preferential models as
follows:
Theorem 2.2 (Freund [8]). Let ‘ be a logical +nite language and |∼ a preferential
inference relation in ‘. Then, the relation |∼ satis+es WDR if and only if there exists
an injective preferential model W such that |∼= |∼W .
In the same paper, a notion of a standard model is de>ned, which is a special kind
of injective model.
Denition 2.3. An injective preferential model W = 〈S; l;≺〉 is said to be a standard
model if mod(CW ())= {l(s) : s∈ min(‖‖)} for any formula . In the following, the
set of all standard models for a language ‘ will be denoted by F(‘).
In [18], a notion of a valuation structure is introduced, which consists of worlds
ordered by a binary relation de>ned in [15]. A canonical approach is also presented,
through which we can obtain an injective preferential model for any preferential rela-
tion satisfying WDR. In particular, the following representation theorem is established,
which provides the semantic character for the family of all preferential inference rela-
tions satisfying WDR.
1 The notion of a poset used in this paper is slightly diTerent from its common usage, in the latter, a pair
〈S;4〉 is said to be a poset if 4 is a partial order over S.
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Theorem 2.4 (Zhu et al. [18]). In any language, a preferential inference relation |∼
satis+es WDR if and only if there exists a standard model W such that |∼W = |∼.
Recently, RamJon Pino PJerez and Carlos UzcJategui provide an example in the in>nite
language, which illustrates that the condition WDR is not necessary for a representation
in terms of injective preferential models. In other words, there exist some preferen-
tial relations, which are representable in terms of injective models but do not satisfy
condition WDR [13]. Thus, in the in>nite framework, there exist essential diTerence
between injective models and standard ones, however, in the >nite case, they coincide.
The following result is due to Lehmann [8].
Lemma 2.5. Let ‘ be a +nite language. Then W is an injective model for ‘ if and
only if it is standard.
Denition 2.6. Let both W1 = 〈S1; l1;≺1〉 and W2 = 〈S2; l2;≺2〉 be preferential models
for a language ‘. The model W1 will be said to be isomorphic to W2 if there exists a
bijective mapping f : S1→ S2 such that:
(i) for any s∈ S1; l1(s)= l2(f(s)) and
(ii) for any s; t ∈ S1; s≺1 t iT f(s)≺2 f(t).
Lemma 2.5 may be strengthened as follows:
Theorem 2.7 (Zhu et al. [18]). Let both W1 and W2 be injective preferential models
for a +nite language. Then W1≡W2 i@ the model W1 is isomorphic to W2.
3. Specic standard models
The notion of a reduct of a model is an elementary concept in classical model theory
[7]. In the >eld of nonmonotonic logic and belief change, as far as we know, Bochman
was the >rst one who adopted this technique to study belief change. In order to provide
a general framework for belief change [3–5], he introduces a notion of an epistemic
state. An epistemic state E in a language ‘ is a triple (B; l;≺), where B is a set of
objects called admissible belief states, l is a function assigning a deductively closed
theory in ‘ to every state from B, and ≺ is a strict partial order and called preferential
relation on B. An epistemic state will be called standard if the labeling function l is
injective. A viewpoint on nonstandard epistemic states, Bochman [4], which inspires
a crucial de>nition in this paper, is quoted as follows:
“A most plausible way of understanding non-standard abstract epistemic states
consists in the assumption that such states involve information that is not ex-
pressible in the current language. · · · A standard epistemic state may give raise
to a non-standard epistemic state in the restricted language.”
Clearly, this viewpoint is also applicable to preferential models. Moreover, it seems
to indicate a potential avenue to explore some meta-theoretical properties of injective
preferential models. In particular, it induces the following de>nition directly:
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Denition 3.1. Let W = 〈S; l;≺〉 be a preferential model for ‘ and ‘0 a sublanguage
of ‘ (i.e., ‘0⊆ ‘). The reduct of W , with respect to ‘0, is a triple 〈S0; l0;≺0〉, where
S0 = S; ≺0 =≺, and for any s∈ S; l0(s) is the reduction of l(s) with respect to ‘0 (i.e.,
l0(s)= l(s)∩ ‘0 2). In the following, the triple 〈S0; l0;≺0〉 will be denoted by W⇓‘0 .
Denition 3.2. Let both ,1 and ,2 be classes of preferential models for the same
language. ,1 will be said to be a pseudo-subset of ,2 (denoted by ,1⊆e ,2) if, for
any W1 ∈,1; W1 ∈e ,2 holds, where W1 ∈e ,2 means that there exists a model W2 ∈,2
such that W1≡W2. The relation ⊆e will be called a pseudo-inclusion relation. As usual,
we can de>ne ,1⊂e ,2 and ,1 =e ,2.
Let |∼ be a inference relation in ‘ and ‘0 a sublanguage of ‘, the reduct of |∼
with respect to ‘0 is |∼∩ (Form(‘0))2, we denote it by |∼⇓‘0 . The following lemma
is trivial but useful.
Lemma 3.3. For any language ‘ and any sub-language ‘0⊆ ‘, if W is a preferential
model for ‘ then
(i) for any ∈Form(‘0); min(‖‖W )=min(‖‖W⇓‘0 ),
(ii) W⇓‘0 is a preferential model for ‘0,
(iii) |∼W⇓‘0 = |∼W ∩ (Form(‘0))2, and
(iv) if ‘0⊆ ‘1⊆ ‘ then W⇓‘0 = (W⇓‘1 )⇓‘0 .
Denition 3.4. An injective preferential model W for ‘ will be said to be a speci+c
standard model (S-model, for short) if, for any ‘0⊆ ‘, there is an injective model
W1 for ‘0 such that W1≡W⇓‘0 . The set of all speci+c standard models for ‘ will be
denoted by S(‘).
Example 3.1. By the representation theorem for rational inference relations established
in [11] and a result 3 in [8], we know that, for any ranked model W , there is an
injective ranked model W1 such that W ≡W1. So, it is easy to show that, for any
language, injective ranked models are S-models. Similarly, so are injective +ltered
models introduced in [8].
Example 3.2. Pino PJerez and Carlos UzcJategui provide an injective preferential model
(see [13, Example 6.1]) to reveal that, for any in>nite language, there exists a pref-
erential inference not satisfying WDR and having an injective model. Clearly, their
model is injective but not an S-model (referring the below lemma). A more simple
example of injective model which is not an S-model may be found in Lemma 3.10 in
this paper.
2 In this paper, we give the valuations in Herbrand’s style, that is identifying a valuation with the subset
of variables where this valuation takes the value 1.
3 Any rational inference relation has an injective ranked model.
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Lemma 3.5. If W is an S-model for ‘ then the preferential consequence relation |∼W
satis+es WDR.
Proof. Suppose that W is an S-model and the relation |∼W does not satisfy WDR. So,
there exist formulae ;  and  such that ∈CW (∨ ) and  =∈Cn(CW ()∪CW ()).
Let ‘0 = atm()∪ atm()∪ atm(). Clearly, by Lemma 3.3, ∈CW⇓‘0 ( ∨ ), and  =∈
Cn(CW⇓‘0 ()∪CW⇓‘0 ()) because Cn(CW⇓‘0 ()∪CW⇓‘0 ())⊆Cn(CW ()∪CW ()).
Further, since ‘0 is >nite, by Theorem 2.2, there is no injective model W1 for ‘0
such that W1≡W⇓‘0 , a contradiction.
The converse of the above lemma does not always hold (see, conclusion (ii) of
Lemma 3.10). According to Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 2.4, we get the following result:
Corollary 3.6. For any language ‘; S(‘)⊆e F(‘).
Moreover, when the language ‘ is nontrivial, the above corollary may be strengthened
as S(‘)⊂e F(‘) (see Lemma 3.10).
Lemma 3.7. For any ‘0⊆ ‘; {W⇓‘0 :W ∈ S(‘)}⊆e S(‘0).
Proof. Immediately follows from conclusion (iv) of Lemma 3.3 and De>nition 3.4.
Lemma 3.8. For any injective model W for a language ‘, the following are equivalent:
(i) W ∈ S(‘).
(ii) W⇓‘0 ∈e IM (‘0) (i.e., W⇓‘0 ∈e F(‘0)) for any +nite language ‘0⊆ ‘.
(iii) W⇓‘0 ∈e F(‘0) for any language ‘0⊆ ‘.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) Immediately follows from De>nition 3.4.
(ii)⇒ (i) Suppose that W =∈ S(‘). So, there is a sublanguage ‘1⊆ ‘ such that W⇓‘1 =∈e
IM (‘1). Hence, by Theorem 2.4, the relation |∼W⇓‘1 does not satisfy WDR. From
the proof of Lemma 3.5, there is a >nite language ‘0⊆ ‘1 such that (W⇓‘1 )⇓‘0 =∈e
IM (‘0), further, since (W⇓‘1 )⇓‘0 =W⇓‘0 , this contradicts (ii).
(i)⇒ (iii) Immediately follows from Lemmas 3.5, 3.7 and Theorem 2.4.
(iii)⇒ (i) Trivial.
Lemma 3.9. If W ∈e S(‘) then the relation |∼W⇓‘0 satis+es WDR for any ‘0⊆ ‘.
Proof. Since W ∈e S(‘) there exists a W1 ∈ S(‘) such that W ≡W1. By Lemma 3.3,
W⇓‘0 ≡W1⇓‘0 for any ‘0⊆ ‘. Consequently, by Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7, the relation |∼W⇓‘0
satis>es WDR for any ‘0⊆ ‘.
Lemma 3.10. For any language ‘ with |‘|¿3, we have
(i) S(‘)⊂ IM (‘) and
(ii) S(‘)⊂e F(‘).
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Fig. 1. Model W .
Proof. (i) By De>nition 3.4, it is enough to show that IM (‘)−S(‘) = ∅. Since |‘|¿3,
we may suppose that {p0; p1; p2}⊆ ‘. Considering the model W = 〈S; l;≺〉, where
S={s0; s1; s2; s3}; ≺={〈s0; s1〉; 〈s3; s2〉}, l(s0)=∅, l(s1)={p0; p1}; l(s2)={p0; p1; p2}
and l(s3)={p0}. (see Fig. 1).
Let ‘0 = {p0; p1}. In the following, we consider the reduct of the model W with
respect to ‘0. On one hand, it is easy to see that ¬p1 ∈CW⇓‘0 (p0 ∨ (p1 ∨¬p0)) because
min(‖p0 ∨ (p1 ∨¬p0)‖)= {s0; s3}. On the other hand, mod(Cn(CW⇓‘0 (p0)∪
CW⇓‘0 (p1 ∨¬p0)))= {{p0; p1}}, therefore ¬p1 =∈Cn(CW⇓‘0 (p0)∪CW⇓‘0 (p1 ∨¬p0)).
So, WDR is not satis>ed by |∼W⇓‘0 . Thus, by Theorem 2.2, we have W⇓‘0 =∈e IM (‘0).
Hence, W =∈ S(‘), as desired.
(ii) By Corollary 3.6, it is enough to >nd W ∈F(‘) such that W =∈e S(‘). Take
W the previous model. We have seen that WDR is not satis>ed by |∼W⇓‘0 , so, by
Lemma 3.9, W =∈e S(‘). In the following, we will show that W ∈F(‘) for any ‘ such
that {p0; p1; p2}⊆ ‘. Let s∈ S and ∈Form(‘). If s∈min(‖‖) then l(s) |=CW ()
trivially. Now suppose that v |=CW (). So, v |=
⋂
s∈min(‖‖) Th(l(s)). Hence, there exists
a s∈min(‖‖) such that l(s)= v because the set min(‖‖) is >nite. Consequently,
W ∈F(‘) as desired.
Incidentally, the reduct model W⇓‘0 in the above proof is exactly the one used in
[10] for illustrating that not all preferential inference relations admit representations in
terms of injective models.
By Theorem 2.4 and conclusion (ii) of the above lemma, we know that the converse
of Lemma 3.5 does not always hold even if we suppose that W is an injective model.
In addition, by Lemma 2.5, when the language is >nite, conclusion (ii) of the above
lemma can be strengthened as follows:
Corollary 3.11. If ‘ is a +nite language with |‘|¿3 then S(‘)⊂F(‘).
In the above corollary, the >niteness of ‘ is necessary. When the language ‘ is
in>nite, this corollary does not always hold. For instance, let / be a set of valuations
of ‘, such that the complement Val(‘)− / is >nite, then the anti-chain consisting of
all elements in / is an S-model but not standard one. In the trivial case (i.e., |‘|¡3),
it is easy to know that S(‘)= IM (‘)=F(‘).
All in all, given a nontrivial language ‘, the inclusion and the pseudo-inclusion
relations among sets S(‘); F(‘) and IM (‘) may be depicted by Figs. 2, 3 and 4,
respectively.
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Fig. 2. Inclusion (in>nite case).
Fig. 3. Inclusion ( >nite case).
Fig. 4. Pseudo-inclusion.
Together Theorem 2.4 with Lemma 3.8, we get the following result, which pro-
vides a syntactic characterization of all inference relations induced by speci+c standard
models.
Theorem 3.12. For any preferential relation |∼ in a language ‘, there exists a prefer-
ential model W ∈ S(‘) such that |∼= |∼W if and only if |∼ satis+es the following con-
dition called SWDR: for any ( +nite) language ‘0 ⊆ ‘ and any formula ; ∈Form(‘0)
C‘0 ( ∨ ) ⊆ Cn(C‘0 () ∪ C‘0 ()); where C‘0 ()=C|∼() ∩ Form(‘0):
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4. Axiomatizable properties by normal conditions
4.1. General axiomatizable properties
This section aims to provide some necessary conditions on injective preferential
models so that their inference relations may be characterized by some conditions or
rules, such as, Horn and non-Horn rules. Clearly, whether a given family of inference
relations can be characterized depends on the type of rules admitted to be used, for
instance, the family of all inference relations induced by ranked models can be char-
acterized if both Horn and non-Horn rules are admitted to be adopted, but not if only
Horn rules are admitted. 4 Therefore, it is necessary to provide a boundary for rules
(or conditions) admitted in this paper. There exist at least two methods, which are ad-
equate for this task. Firstly, following Boutilier, we may extend classical propositional
language by introducing appropriate connective (e.g., viewing |∼ as a connective as
in [6,17]), and regard the formulae in this extended language as counterparts of rules
(or conditions) used metalinguistically to characterize inference relations. Secondly, we
may introduce some criteria, and concern ourselves with rules satisfying these criteria.
BrieSy, the former focuses on the expressions of rules, on the other hand, the latter
cares about the properties of rules. This paper follows the latter and introduces a notion
of a normal condition as follows:
Denition 4.1. A rule (or, property, condition) ˝ of preferential relations will be said
to be normal if, for any preferential inference relation |∼ in a language ‘, if ˝ holds
for |∼ then, for any ‘0⊆ ‘; ˝ also holds for the reduct |∼⇓‘0 .
So, if a preferential relation satis>es a normal condition ˝ then any reduct relation
of it also satis>es ˝. Obviously, both Horn and non-Horn conditions appearing in the
literature [1,10,11,12] are all normal, however, by Theorem 2.2 and conclusion (i) of
Lemma 3.10, the condition WDR is not. In the following, we concern ourselves with
normal conditions.
One of the important topics in the study of nonmonotonic inference relations is
establishing representation theorems for them. Suppose that , is a set of properties of
inference relations (e.g., Horn or non-Horn conditions de>ned in the style of Gentzen)
and /(‘) is a set of preferential models for ‘. A representation theorem RTH (/(‘); ,)
usually consists of the following two statements:
(i) If an inference relation |∼ satis>es all properties in , then there exists a prefer-
ential model W ∈/(‘) such that |∼= |∼W , and
4 If the family of inference relations induced by ranked models can be characterized by Horn rules, then
this family must be closed with respect to intersection (i.e., if both the relation |∼1 and |∼2 are induced
by some ranked models then so is |∼1 ∩ |∼2). Consider two ranked models W1 and W2 as follows: W1
consists of only one state with valuation {p; q; r}; W2 = 〈{s1; s2}; l;≺〉 where s1≺ s2; l(s1) = {p; q} and
l(s2) = {p; r}. We denote the relation |∼W1 ∩ |∼W2 by |∼. Then, we have p |∼ q; p |∼¬r and p∧ r |∼ q. So,
the relation |∼ does not satisfy rational monotonicity. According to the representation theorem established
in [11], the relation |∼ does not admit a representation in terms of ranked model. Hence, the family of
ranked models cannot be characterized by Horn rules.
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(ii) For any preferential model W ∈/(‘), the relation |∼W satis>es all properties
in ,.
However, not all pairs of , and /(‘) satisfying the above conditions (i) and (ii)
can induce a nontrivial representation theorem. For instance, let ˝ denote the follow-
ing property: |∼ can be generated by an injective model. Obviously, the above two
statements hold for IM (‘) and P+˝, but RTH (IM (‘); P+˝) is meaningless. Clearly,
the de>nition of normal condition is too loose to guarantee that all normal conditions
can serve as interesting postulates for inference relations. Fortunately, since this pa-
per merely tries to provide some necessary conditions on injective models, so that
their generating inference relations are possibly characterized by normal conditions,
this particular de>nition is enough.
There exist at least three forms describing the set /(‘) in the literature. Firstly,
/(‘) is depicted only based on a structural property of a preferential order ≺, such
as ranked models [11], linear models and quasi-linear models [1], etc. Secondly, /(‘)
is characterized according to a property of an interpretation function l, for instance,
injective models. Lastly, the de>nition of /(‘) refers to properties of both ≺ and l, for
example, standard models, >ltered models [8], PRC models and valuation ranked mod-
els [15]. In this paper, all these properties of preferential models are called structural
properties. In particular, a property of a poset 〈S;≺〉 is said to be a pure-structural
property.
Denition 4.2. Let 3 be a structural property and ‘ a language. An injective model
〈S; l;≺〉 will be called a 3-model if 3 holds for it. The set of all 3-models for ‘ will
be denoted by IM3(‘).
Since there exist some representation results which essentially depend on the cardinal
number of the language (e.g., Theorem 2.2), for the sake of convenience, the following
de>nition is introduced.
Denition 4.3. Let 3 be a structural property and 4 a cardinal number. The property
3 is said to be 4-axiomatizable by normal conditions if there exists a set , of normal
conditions such that RTH (IM3(‘); ,) holds for any propositional language ‘ with car-
dinal number |‘|¡4. The structural property 3 is said to be axiomatizable by normal
conditions (axiomatizable, for short) if there exists a set , of normal conditions such
that 3 is 4-axiomatized by , for any cardinal number 4.
Remark 1. A set , of normal conditions will be said to be consistent if there exists
a preferential inference relation satisfying ,. A set of normal conditions will be said
to be nontrivial if it is consistent and does not imply the following rule:  |∼  for
any formula  and . Since any trivial set of normal conditions just characterizes
trivial family of preferential models (i.e., ∅ or single set {〈∅; ∅; ∅〉}), for the sake of
convenience, we concern ourselves with nontrivial sets of normal conditions in the rest
of this paper. In other words, we assume that the set , involved in De>nition 4.3 is
nontrivial.
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At >rst sight, someone may feel that the above de>nition sets more requirements
on the notion of 4-axiomatizable than usual presentations of representation theorems.
As a matter of fact, it does not if we ignore the requirement that , is a set of
normal conditions. First, a usual representation theorem RTH (/(‘); ,) depends on
both the cardinal number of ‘ and the structural property of preferential models, but it
is independent of elements in ‘. In other words, if RTH (/(‘); ,) holds then so does
RTH (/(‘0); ,) for any ‘0 such that |‘|= |‘0|. Second, for any non-trivial representation
theorem RTH (/(‘); ,), the following requirement is rational, which holds at least for
all representation theorems appeared in the literature: if RTH (/(‘); ,) holds then, for
any ‘0⊆ ‘; RTH (/(‘0); ,) holds too. Obviously, De>nition 4.3 does not go beyond
these two points. Moreover, the statement ‘3 is axiomatized by ,’ (or, ‘3 is ℵ0-
axiomatized by ,’) is synonymous to ‘RTH (IM3(‘); ,) holds for any language ‘’
(respectively, ‘RTH (IM3(‘); ,) holds for any >nite language ‘’).
Clearly, a number of structural properties presented in the literature, e.g., +ltered,
ranked, quasi-linear, linear and almost linear, etc., are axiomatizable.
Lemma 4.4. For any language ‘, if the structural property 3 is |‘|+-axiomatizable
then IM3(‘)⊆ S(‘), where |‘|+ is the least cardinal number larger than |‘|.
Proof. Since 3 is |‘|+-axiomatizable, there exists a set , of normal conditions, such
that RTH (IM3(‘0); ,) holds for any ‘0⊆ ‘. Suppose that W ∈ IM3(‘) and ‘0⊆ ‘. Since
, is a set of normal conditions, the relation |∼W ∩ (Form(‘0))2 satis>es ,. Further,
according to RTH (IM3(‘0); ,), there is a W0 ∈ IM3(‘0) such that |∼W ∩ (Form(‘0))2 =
|∼W0 . So, W0≡W⇓‘0 . Thus, W ∈ S(‘).
Theorem 4.5. For any language ‘, the set S(‘) is the largest one among all |‘|+-
axiomatizable subsets of IM (‘).
Proof. Since the condition SWDR is normal, it follows immediately from Theorem
3.12 and Lemma 4.4.
Corollary 4.6. For any language ‘ with |‘|¿3, there is no set , of normal conditions
such that RTH (IM (‘0); ,) holds for any ‘0⊆ ‘.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.5 and conclusion (i) of Lemma 3.10.
Since both Horn and non-Horn rules are normal, a technical conclusion implied
by the above corollary states that, for any nontrivial language, it is impossible to
characterize the family of all injective inference relations in terms of Horn and non-
Horn rules. This partly supports the viewpoint due to Pino PJerez and Carlos UzcJategui
(see Section 1). In the framework of epistemic states, Bochman obtains a similar result
that standard epistemic states cannot be characterized by some “simple” postulates
for contractions [4]. Recently, a special kind of standard epistemic states so-called
F-standard epistemic AGM states is showed to can be characterized by the AGM
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postulates (k− 1)–(k− 7), and Rott’s (k− 8r) and (k− 8c), technical details may be
found in [16].
Corollary 4.7. For any language ‘ with |‘|¿3, there is no set , of normal conditions
such that RTH (F(‘0); ,) holds for any ‘0⊆ ‘.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.5 and conclusion (ii) of Lemma 3.10.
The above result reveals that condition WDR in Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 cannot be
replaced by any normal conditions.
4.2. Axiomatizable pure-structural properties
In this subsection, we will explore features of axiomatizable pure-structural properties
(recall that a property of a poset〈S;≺〉 is said to be a pure-structural property in this
paper).
Denition 4.8. Let 3 be a pure-structural property. A poset〈S;≺〉 will be said to be a
3-poset if 3 holds for 〈S;≺〉, moreover, for any language ‘ and any injective function
l : S→Val(‘), if the triple 〈S; l;≺〉 is an injective preferential model then it will be
called a 3-injective model. We will denote the set of all 3-injective models for ‘ by
IM3(‘) and the set of all 3-posets by Poset(3).
Denition 4.9. A poset〈S;≺〉 will be said to be an injective frame if, for any lan-
guage ‘ and any injective function l : S→Val(‘), if the triple 〈S; l;≺〉 is an injective
preferential model then 〈S; l;≺〉∈ S(‘).
The following result is trivial but useful.
Lemma 4.10. Let 3 be a pure-structural property and 〈S;≺〉∈Poset(3). Suppose that
the property 3 is axiomatizable. Then, for any language ‘ and any injective func-
tion l : S→Val(‘), if W = 〈S; l;≺〉 is an injective preferential model then, for any
sublanguage ‘0⊆ ‘, there exists a poset〈S0;≺0〉 satisfying the following conditions:
(i) 〈S0;≺0〉 ∈Poset(3) and
(ii) there is an injective function l0 : S0→Val(‘0) such that W0 = 〈S0; l0;≺0〉 is an
injective preferential model and W⇓‘0 ≡W0.
The following lemma is due to one anonymous referee, which will be used to assert
that the set of all axiomatizable pure-structural properties is consistent.
Lemma 4.11. Let 3 be an axiomatizable pure-structural property. Then, for any lan-
guage ‘, the set IM3(‘) contains some +nite models with at least one state.
Proof. Suppose that 3 is axiomatized by ,. Since , is nontrivial (see, Remark 1),
there exists a nontrivial preference inference 5 |∼ satisfying ,. Let ‘0 be a >nite
5 That is, there exist  and  such that  |∼ .
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sublanguage of ‘. Clearly, the inference relation |∼⇓‘0 satis>es ,. So, there is a model
〈S0; l0;≺0〉 ∈ IM3(‘0) such that |∼〈S0 ;l0 ;≺0〉 = |∼⇓‘0 . Thus, 〈S0;≺0〉 ∈Poset(3) holds,
moreover, S0 is >nite and |S0|¿1 because ‘0 is >nite and |∼〈S0 ; l0 ;≺0〉 is nontrivial.
Consequently, for any injective function l : S0→Val(‘); 〈S0; l;≺0〉 is a >nite model in
IM3(‘) such that |S0|¿1.
Thus, for any pure-structural property 3, if the set Poset(3) contains only in>nite
posets then 3 cannot be axiomatized by normal conditions.
For any axiomatizable structural property 3, the above lemma holds trivially when the
language is >nite, however, it cannot be generalized to the in>nite case. For instance,
consider the following structural property and normal condition:
3: W is an S-model and ‖‖W = ∅ for any satis>able formula .
˝: For any formula , if  |∼⊥ then  |=⊥.
Then, it is easy to know that 3 can be axiomatized by P+SWDR+˝. However, for
any in>nite language ‘, the set IM3(‘) does not contain any >nite model. Otherwise,
suppose that 〈S; l;≺〉∈ IM3(‘) and S = {s1; s2; : : : sn}. Let pi ∈ ‘ (16i6n). De>ne the
literal p∗i (16i6n) as follows:
p∗i =
{
pi if l(si) |= ¬pi;
¬pi otherwise:
Clearly, the formula
∧
16i6n p
∗
i is satis>able but ‖
∧
16i6n p
∗
i ‖〈S; l;≺〉= ∅, which con-
tradicts that the model 〈S; l; ≺〉 is in the set IM3(‘).
Lemma 4.12. Let 3 be an axiomatizable pure-structural property. If a poset〈S;≺〉∈
Poset(3) with |S|= n (n¿1) then there is a poset〈S1;≺1〉 ∈Poset(3) such that |S1|=
n− 1.
Proof. Suppose that 3 is axiomatized by ,. Since the poset〈S;≺〉 is >nite, for any
large enough language ‘, there is an injective function l : S→Val(‘) and a >nite
sub-language ‘0⊆ ‘ such that there exist exactly two states labeling with the same
valuation in the reduct model W⇓‘0 , where W = 〈S; l;≺〉. In other words, there exist
exactly n−1 diTerent valuations in W⇓‘0 . Since the property 3 is axiomatized by , and
〈S;≺〉∈Poset(3), the inference relation |∼W⇓‘0 satis>es ,. Thus, there is an injective
model W1 = 〈S1; l1;≺1〉 ∈ IM3(‘0) such that W1≡W⇓‘0 . So, 〈S1;≺1〉 ∈Poset(3). In the
following, we will show that |S1|= n− 1. Suppose that m is a valuation in W⇓‘0 (i.e.,
there is a state s∈ S such that l(s)∩ ‘0 =m.). Since the language ‘0 is >nite, there
is a characteristic formula  for m. 6 So, m is also a valuation in W1, otherwise,
CW⇓‘0 () =CW1 (), contradicting W1≡W⇓‘0 . Similarly, for any valuation v in W1; v is
in W⇓‘0 . Further, since l1 is injective and |{l(s)∩ ‘0 : s∈ S}|= n−1, we get |S1|= n−1,
as desired.
6 A formula  is said to be a characteristic formula for a valuation v if ∀u(u |= ⇔ u= v). If the language
is >nite then characteristic formulas always exist for any valuation.
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The above lemma provides a necessary condition to judge whether a given pure-
structural property is axiomatizable by normal conditions. For instance, by the above
lemma, for any natural number n¿1, the pure-structural properties described below are
not axiomatizable:
(i) ranked poset with at least n nodes,
(ii) linear poset with at least n nodes,
(iii) quasi-linear poset with at least n nodes,
(iv) almost linear poset with at least n nodes.
It is known that, without the limitation of the number of nodes, the above properties
are axiomatized by some normal (Horn or non-Horn) conditions de>ned in the style
of Gentzen [1,8,11,13,18]. These properties (i)–(iv) with n=1 are axiomatizable too
(see, Remark 2 given below).
By Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12, the poset consisting of exactly one point is a 3-poset for
any axiomatizable pure-structural property 3, so, we have the following conclusion:
Theorem 4.13. The set of all axiomatizable pure-structural properties is consistent,
i.e., if 3 is axiomatizable then its negation is not implied by axiomatizable pure-
structural properties. Consequently, for any pure-structural property 3, at most one
of 3 and its negation is axiomatizable.
Remark 2. The expression of the above theorem depends on the stipulation that the
set of normal conditions involved in De>nition 4.3 is nontrivial (see Remark 1). It is
necessary to replace ‘axiomatizable’ by ‘axiomatizable by nontrivial normal conditions’
in this theorem if without this stipulation. Otherwise, consider the following pure-
structural properties and normal conditions:
31: Ranked poset with at least one node.
32: The poset without a node.
RM (Rational monotonicity [11]): If  |∼  and  |∼¬ then ∧  |∼ .
˝1:  |∼⊥.
˝2:  |∼  for any formula  and .
It is easy to know that 31 and 32 can be axiomatized by P+RM+˝1 and the trivial
condition ˝2, respectively. However, the set {31; 32} is inconsistent.
Denition 4.14. Given two posets 〈S;≺〉 and 〈S1;≺1〉, the poset〈S;≺〉 will be said
to be embedding into 〈S1;≺1〉 if, there exists an injective function f : S→ S1 such
that s0≺s1 if and only if f(s0)≺1f(s1) for any s0; s1 ∈ S. In particular, if the embed-
ding function f is bijective then the poset〈S;≺〉 will be said to be isomorphic to
〈S1;≺1〉.
A poset〈S1;≺1〉 will be called a four-nodes structure (P4, for short) if it is iso-
morphic to the poset〈S;≺〉, where S = {s0; s1; s2; s3} and ≺ = {〈s0; s1〉; 〈s3; s2〉}. In the
following, we will provide a necessary and suPcient criterion for injective frames in
terms of P4.
Lemma 4.15. Let 〈S;≺〉 be a +nite poset. If 〈S;≺〉 is an injective frame then P4 is
not embedding into it.
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Proof. Suppose that P4 is embedding into 〈S;≺〉. Thus, we may assume that 〈S;≺〉
has a sub-poset 〈S1;≺1〉, where S1 = {s0; s1; t0; t1} and ≺1 = {〈t0; s0〉; 〈t1; s1〉}. Since the
poset〈S;≺〉 is >nite, there is a >nite language ‘, a sublanguage ‘0⊆ ‘ and an injective
function f : S→Val(‘) satisfying the following conditions:
(i) f(s0)∩ ‘0 =f(s1)∩ ‘0 and
(ii) ∀s; t ∈ S({s; t} = {s0; s1} ⇒ f(s)∩ ‘0 = f(t)∩ ‘0).
Clearly, the triple 〈S; f;≺〉 is an injective model for ‘ (denoted by W ). Since ‘0
is >nite, we may suppose that 0; 1 and 2 ∈Form(‘0) are characteristic formulae
for valuations f(s0)∩ ‘0 (denoted by m0); f(t0)∩ ‘0 (denoted by n0) and f(t1)∩ ‘0
(denoted by n1), respectively. Thus, we have
min(‖0 ∨ 1 ∨ 2‖W⇓‘0 ) = {t0; t1};
min(‖0 ∨ 1‖W⇓‘0 ) = {t0; s1}
and
min(‖0 ∨ 2‖W⇓‘0 ) = {s0; t1}:
Hence, ¬0 ∈CW⇓‘0 (0 ∨ 1 ∨ 2); CW⇓‘0 (0 ∨ 1)=Th(m0)∩Th(n0) and CW⇓‘0 (0 ∨
2)=Th(m0)∩Th(n1). Thus, Cn(CW⇓‘0 (0 ∨ 1)∪CW⇓‘0 (0 ∨ 2))=Cn(Th(m0)∩
(Th(n1)∪Th(n0))), so, ¬0 =∈Cn(CW⇓‘0 (0 ∨ 1)∪CW⇓‘0 (0 ∨ 2)). Consequently, we
get CW⇓‘0 (0 ∨ 1 ∨ 2) ⊆Cn(CW⇓‘0 (0 ∨ 1)∪CW⇓‘0 (0 ∨ 2)). By Theorem 2.2, there
is no W1 ∈ IM (‘0) such that W1≡W⇓‘0 . So, W =∈ S(‘). Consequently, the poset〈S;≺〉
is not an injective frame.
To show the converse of the above lemma, let us recall some de>nitions and results
due to Freund.
Denition 4.16 (Freund [8]). A preferential model W = 〈S; l;≺〉 is said to be +ltered
if whenever two states s and t of S satisfy a formula  without being minimal in
‖‖W , there exists a state r; r≺ s and r≺ t, such that l(r) |= . The set of all injective
>ltered models for ‘ will be denoted by +lter(‘).
Theorem 4.17 (Freund [8]). A preferential relation |∼ satis+es the rule DR 7 if and
only if there is an injective +ltered model W such that |∼= |∼W .
Lemma 4.18. Let 〈S;≺〉 be a poset. If P4 is not embedding into it then 〈S;≺〉 is an
injective frame.
Proof. Suppose that 〈S;≺〉 is not an injective frame. Hence, there is a language ‘ and
an injective function f : S→Val(‘) such that W ∈ IM (‘)−S(‘), where W = 〈S; f;≺〉.
By Lemma 3.8, there is a >nite language ‘0⊆ ‘ such that W⇓‘0 =∈e IM (‘0). So, by Theo-
rem 4.17, the preferential relation |∼W⇓‘0 does not satisfy the rule DR. Therefore, there
are ; ; ∈Form(‘0) such that ∈CW⇓‘0 (∨ ) and  =∈CW⇓‘0 ()∪CW⇓‘0 (). Hence,
7Disjunctive rationality: If  |∼ ;  |∼  then ∨  |∼ .
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Fig. 5. Model W .
there exist s0 ∈min(‖‖) and s1 ∈min(‖‖) such that l(s0) |=¬ and l(s1) |=¬. On
the other hand, s0; s1 =∈min(‖∨ ‖) follows from ∈CW⇓‘0 (∨ ). So, s0 is not identic
with s1. By the smoothness, there exist t0; t1 ∈min(‖∨ ‖) such that t0≺ s0 and t1≺ s1.
Further, by s0 ∈min(‖‖) and s1 ∈min(‖‖), we get l(t0) |=¬ ∧ ; l(t1) |= ∧¬;
t0 ≺ t1; t1 ≺ t0; s0 ≺ s1; s1 ≺ s0; t0 ≺ s1 and t1 ≺ s0. So, the poset〈{s0; s1; t0; t1};
≺⇓{s0 ; s1 ; t0 ; t1}〉 is a four-nodes structure, a contradiction.
Theorem 4.19. If 〈S;≺〉 is a +nite poset then the following are equivalent:
(i) The poset 〈S;≺〉 is an injective frame.
(ii) For any language ‘ and any function l : S→Val(‘), the preferential relation
|∼〈S;l;≺〉 satis+es rule DR.
(iii) P4 is not embedding into the poset 〈S;≺〉.
Proof. (ii)⇒ (i) Follows from the de>nition of injective frame and Theorem 4.17.
(i)⇔ (iii) By Lemmas 4.15 and 4.18.
(iii)⇒ (ii) Suppose that there is a language ‘ and a function l : S→Val(‘) such
that |∼〈S; l;≺〉 does not satisfy rule DR. Then, P4 is embedding into 〈S;≺〉 (see the
proof of Lemma 4.18), a contradiction.
Notice that the above theorem merely works on the poset level. There exist some S-
models whose associated posets are not injective frames. For instance, let ‘= {p; q; r},
consider the injective model W depicted in Fig. 5. Clearly, W ∈ S(‘) holds, however,
the relation |∼W does not satisfy DR, and the poset associated with W is a four-nodes
structure.
Lemma 4.20. If 3 is an axiomatizable pure-structural property then all posets in
Poset(3) are injective frames.
Proof. Immediately follows from Lemma 4.4.
By Theorem 4.19 and the above lemma, if 3 is an axiomatizable pure-structural
property then P4 is not embedding into any >nite 3-poset. According to this result,
we can recognize some unaxiomatizable pure-structural properties easily, for instance,
disconnect poset, tree, forest and poset with +nite width, etc. are unaxiomatizable.
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It is known that a number of pure-structural properties, e.g. ranked, linear and
quasi-linear, etc., can be axiomatized, moreover, the families of preferential models
determined by those pure-structural properties are subsets of >ltered models. In the
following, we will show that this is not accidental, in other words, the family of
preferential models classi>ed by any axiomatizable pure-structural property must be a
subset of >ltered models.
Theorem 4.21. Let 3 be a pure-structural property. If 3 is axiomatized by , then ,
implies rule DR. 8
Proof. Suppose that , does not imply the rule DR. So, there is a language ‘ and an
inference relation |∼ in ‘ such that |∼ satis>es , but not DR. So, there exist formulae
;  and  such that  |∼ ;  |∼  and ∨  |∼ . Let ‘0 = atm()∪ atm()∪ atm().
Clearly, the reduct relation |∼⇓‘0 does not satisfy DR. On the other hand, since 3 can
be axiomatized by ,, by Lemma 4.10, there exists a poset〈S;≺〉∈Poset(3) and an
injective function l : S→Val(‘0) such that 〈S; l;≺〉∈ IM3(‘0) and |∼⇓‘0 = |∼〈S; l;≺〉.
Furthermore, since ‘0 is >nite and l is injective, the poset〈S;≺〉 is >nite. Hence, by
Lemma 4.20 and Theorem 4.19, the relation |∼⇓‘0 satis>es DR, a contradiction.
Corollary 4.22. If 3 is an axiomatizable pure-structural property then IM3(‘)⊆e
+lter(‘) for any language ‘.
Proof. Immediately follows from Theorems 4.21 and 4.17.
4.3. A problem on +ltered models
From Corollary 4.22, we know that any family of injective models induced by
axiomatizable pure-structural properties must be a subset of >ltered models in a certain
sense. There is a natural question that arises at this point, namely whether the set of all
>ltered models itself can be characterized by a pure-structural property. Alternatively,
is there a pure-structural property 3 such that +lter(‘)=e IM3(‘) for any language ‘? 9
This subsection will make an initial step on this problem. In the following, we will
use 30 to denote the following pure-structural property: the poset is an injective frame.
Lemma 4.23. For any injective +ltered model 〈S; l;≺〉 for a language ‘, if 〈S; l;≺〉 is
a +nite model then the poset〈S;≺〉 is an injective frame.
Proof. By Lemma 4.18, it is enough to show that P4 is not embedding into the
poset〈S;≺〉. Proceeding by reduction to absurdity, suppose that 〈S;≺〉 contains a four-
nodes structure consisting of si (06i63) with s0≺ s1 and s2≺ s3. We consider two
cases as follows:
8 That is, for any preferential inference relation |∼ in a language ‘, if |∼ satis>es , then it satis>es
disjunctive rationality.
9 Clearly, if such pure-structural property exists then it must be axiomatizable by P + DR.
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Firstly, the language ‘ is >nite. So, there is a characteristic formula i for l(si) (06i
63). Let =
∨
06i63 i. Clearly, neither of s1 and s3 is minimal in ‖‖. However,
since {s0; s1; s2; s3}= ‖‖, there does not exist a state r; r≺ s1 and r≺ s3, such that
r ∈‖‖, which contradicts that 〈S; l;≺〉 is a +ltered model.
Secondly, the language ‘ is in>nite. Since the model 〈S; l;≺〉 is >nite and ‘ is
in>nite, we can >nd a >nite sublanguage ‘0⊆ ‘ such that the reduct of 〈S; l;≺〉 with
respect to ‘0 is an injective model. Clearly, this reduct model is an injective >ltered
model in ‘0, so, a contradiction follows as the above case.
Lemma 4.24. For any language ‘, the family +lterf(‘) of all injective +ltered models
with +nite number of states is identical with the family IMf30 (‘) of all injective models
associated with +nite injective frames.
Proof. By Lemma 4.23, +lterf(‘)⊆ IMf30 (‘). In the following, we show that +lterf(‘)
⊇ IMf30 (‘). Suppose not. Then there exists a model W ∈ IMf30 (‘)− +lterf(‘). So, there
are two states s and t of W satisfying a formula  without being minimal in ‖‖, and
there does not exist a state r; r≺ s and r≺ t, such that l(r) |= . Since W is >nite, there
exists a >nite language ‘0⊆ ‘ such that atm()⊆ ‘0 and W⇓‘0 is an injective model.
Clearly, W⇓‘0 ∈ IMf30 (‘)−+lterf(‘). Thus, by Theorems 2.7 and 4.17, the relation |∼W⇓‘0
does not satisfy DR, which contradicts Theorem 4.19.
Lemma 4.25. Let 3 be a pure-structural property such that IM3(‘)=e +lter(‘) for
any ( +nite) language ‘. Then every +nite injective frame is a 3-poset.
Proof. Immediately follows from Lemma 4.24 and Theorem 2.7.
Denition 4.26. A rule (or, property, condition) ˝ of preferential relations will be
said to be compact if, for any preferential inference relation |∼ in a language ‘, if the
reduct |∼⇓‘0 satis>es ˝ for any >nite language ‘0⊆ ‘ then ˝ holds for the relation
|∼.
Obviously, both Horn and non-Horn rules appearing in the literature [1,10–12] are
compact, and so are conditions WDR and SWDR. On the other hand, an example of
a noncompact property is given as follows: the relation |∼ has a >nite preferential
model.
Lemma 4.27. Let 3 be a pure-structural property. If every +nite injective frame is a
3-poset then the following are equivalent:
(i) IM3(‘)=e +lter(‘) for any language ‘.
(ii) The property 3 can be axiomatized by a set , of compact normal conditions.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) Immediately follows from Theorem 4.17.
(ii)⇒ (i) Let ‘ be any language. Since the property 3 is axiomatizable, by Theorems
4.17 and 4.21, we get IM3(‘)⊆e +lter(‘). Let W ∈ +lter(‘). In the following, we show
that W ∈e IM3(‘). Suppose not. Thus, the relation |∼W does not satisfy , because 3
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is axiomatized by ,. Since , is compact, there is a >nite language ‘0⊆ ‘ such that
|∼W ∩ (Form(‘0))2 does not satisfy ,. Clearly, the relation |∼W ∩ (Form(‘0))2 satis>es
DR, so, there is a >nite model W0 ∈ +lter(‘0) such that |∼W ∩ (Form(‘0))2 = |∼W0 . On
the other hand, by Lemma 4.23, W0 ∈ IM3(‘0) because every >nite injective frame is
a 3-poset. Thus, the relation |∼W0 satis>es ,, a contradiction.
Lemma 4.28. Let 3 be a pure-structural property. If 3 can be axiomatized by a set
of compact normal conditions then the following are equivalent:
(i) Every +nite injective frame is a 3-poset.
(ii) IM3(‘)=e +lter(‘) for any language ‘.
Proof. Immediately follows from Lemmas 4.24 and 4.27.
Denition 4.29. An injective frame 〈S;≺〉 will be said to be a stronger injective
frame if, for any injective model 〈S; l;≺〉 for a language ‘ and any >nite language
‘0⊆ ‘, there exists an injective model 〈S0; l0;≺0〉 for ‘0 satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) the poset〈S0;≺0〉 is an injective frame and
(ii) 〈S; l;≺〉⇓‘0 ≡〈S0; l0;≺0〉.
In the following, we use 3s to denote the following pure-structural property: the
poset is a stronger injective frame.
The following two results provide some examples of stronger injective frames.
Lemma 4.30. If 3 is an axiomatizable pure-structural property then all posets in
Poset(3) are stronger injective frames.
Proof. Immediately follows from Lemmas 4.10 and 4.20.
Observation 4.31. Let 3P4 denote the following pure-structural property: P4 is not
embedding into the poset. Then
(i) IM3P4 (‘)⊆ +lter(‘) for any language ‘.
(ii) All posets in Poset(3P4 ) are stronger injective frames.
Proof. (i) Suppose that the model W ∈ IM3P4 (‘) − +lter(‘). So, there are two states
s and t of W satisfying a formula  without being minimal in ‖‖, and there does
not exist a state r; r≺ s and r≺ t, such that l(r) |= . Further, by the smoothness,
there exist two diTerent states s1; t1 ∈min(‖‖) such that s1≺ s and t1≺ t. Clearly, the
model W contains a four-nodes structure consisting of s1; s; t1 and t, a contradiction.
(ii) Follows from conclusion (i) of this observation, Theorem 4.17 and Lemma 4.23.
For the moment, we do not know whether the set Poset(3s) is a proper subset of
Poset(30). However, in the >nite case, we have the following result.
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Observation 4.32. Any +nite injective frame must be a stronger injective frame.
Proof. Follows from Theorems 4.19, 4.17, 2.7 and Lemma 4.23.
Consequently, in the >nite case, injective frames are identical with stronger injective
frames.
Lemma 4.33. For any language ‘; IM3s(‘)⊆e +lter(‘). In other words, any inference
relation |∼ induced by stronger injective frames satis+es DR.
Proof. Suppose that W ∈ IM3s(‘) and |∼W does not satisfy DR. Thus, there exists a
>nite language ‘0⊆ ‘ such that |∼W⇓‘0 does not satisfy DR. A contradiction follows
from W ∈ IM3s(‘) and Lemma 4.24.
Theorem 4.34. The following are equivalent:
(i) The set of all +ltered models can be characterized by a pure-structural property.
(ii) The property 3s can be axiomatized by a set of compact normal conditions.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) It is enough to show that +lter(‘)=eIM3s(‘) for any language ‘. Since
the set of +ltered models can be characterized by a pure-structural property, there exists
a pure-structural 3 such that IM3(‘)=e +lter(‘) for any language ‘. Hence, 3 can be
axiomatized by P+DR. So, by Lemma 4.30, we get +lter(‘)=e IM3(‘)⊆ IM3s(‘). On
the other hand, by Lemma 4.33, IM3s(‘)⊆e +lter(‘). Thus, +lter(‘)=e IM3s(‘) for any
language ‘. Consequently, the property 3s can be axiomatized by P + DR.
(ii)⇒ (i) By Lemma 4.28 and Observation 4.32, +lter(‘)=e IM3s(‘) for any lan-
guage ‘, as desired.
Thus, the problem raised at the beginning of this subsection is equivalent to the
following one: Is 3s axiomatizable by P +DR? For these problems, a positive answer
is obtained in the case of >nite language as follows. However, we are ignorant of the
answer in the general case.
Observation 4.35. (i) IM3s(‘)= +lter(‘) for any +nite language ‘.
(ii) The property 3s can be ℵ0-axiomatized by a set of compact normal
conditions.
Proof. (i) Immediately follows from Lemma 4.24 and Observation 4.32.
(ii) Immediately follows from conclusion (i) of this observation and Theorem 4.17.
For the above observation, the corresponding conclusions still holds if the property
3s is replaced by 30 (or 3P4 ). Moreover, by Lemma 4.28 and Theorem 4.19, if the
pure-structural property 30 (or 3P4 ) is axiomatizable by compact normal conditions then
the set of all >ltered models can be characterized by 30 (respectively, 3P4 ).
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4.4. Uniform axiomatizable properties
In this subsection, for any pure-structural property 3, we will use P3(‘) (or, P
f
3 (‘))
to denote the set of all preferential models for ‘ induced by 3-posets ( >nite 3-posets,
respectively). Similarly, we may de>ne the set IMf3 (‘). For any preferential model
〈S; l;≺〉, the set {v : ∃s(s∈ S and l(s)= v)} will be denoted by l(S).
It is known that there exist a number of pure-structural properties 3 such that P3(‘)
and IM3(‘) can be characterized in terms of the same rules, e.g. ranked, quasi-linear,
linear and almost linear, etc.. In the following, such pure-structural properties will be
said to be uniformly axiomatizable. We will explore this phenomenon and provide a
necessarily suPcient condition for uniform axiomatization.
Lemma 4.36. If 3 is an axiomatizable pure-structural property then IMf3 (‘)=e P
f
3 (‘)
for any language ‘.
Proof. Since IMf3 (‘)⊆Pf3 (‘), it is enough to show that Pf3 (‘)⊆e IMf3 (‘). Let the triple
〈S; l;≺〉 be any preferential model in Pf3 (‘) (denoted by W ). Since the poset〈S;≺〉
is >nite, there exists an expansion language ‘0⊇ ‘ and an injective function l0 : S→
Val(‘0) such that W is the reduct model of 〈S; l0;≺〉 with respect to ‘. Further, since
〈S; l0;≺〉∈ IMf3 (‘0) and 3 is axiomatizable, there is a model 〈S1; l1;≺1〉 ∈ IM3(‘) such
that W ≡〈S1; l1;≺1〉. In the following, we will show 〈S1; l1;≺1〉 ∈ IMf3 (‘) and denote
〈S1; l1;≺1〉 by W1. Suppose that W1 ∈ IMf3 (‘). So, 〈S1;≺1〉 is an in>nite 3-poset. Fur-
ther, since l1 is injective, the set l1(S1) is in>nite. Since the model W ∈Pf3 (‘), we may
assume that l(S)= {v1; v2; : : : ; vn}. Consequently, there exists a valuation v∈ l1(S1) such
that v = vi for any 16i6n. Hence, there exists i such that v |= i and vi |=¬i for
any 16i6n. Let = 1 ∧ 2 ∧ · · · ∧n. We get CW () = CW1 (), which contradicts
W ≡W1.
Theorem 4.37. Let ,1 be a set of normal conditions, ,2 a set of compact nor-
mal conditions and 3 a pure-structural property, and let the representation theorems
RTH (P3(‘); ,1) and RTH (IM3(‘); ,2) hold for any language ‘. Then
(i) ,2 implies ,1.
(ii) ,1 implies ,2 if and only if RTH (P
f
3 (‘0); ,1) holds for any +nite language ‘0.
Proof. (i) Since IM3(‘)⊆P3(‘), conclusion (i) follows from RTH (P3(‘); ,1) and
RTH (IM3(‘); ,2) immediately.
(ii) Let RTH (Pf3 (‘0); ,1) hold for any >nite language ‘0. In the following, we will
show that ,1 implies ,2. Suppose not. Then, there exists a relation |∼ in a language ‘,
such that |∼ satis>es ,1 but not ,2. So, there is a condition ˝∈,2, such that |∼ does
not satisfy ˝. Since ˝ is compact, there is a >nite language ‘0, such that |∼⇓‘0 does
not satisfy ˝. Since RTH (P3(‘0); ,1) holds and ,1 is a set of normal conditions, there
is a poset〈S;≺〉∈Poset(3) and a function l : S→Val(‘0) such that 〈S; l;≺〉∈P3(‘0)
and |∼⇓‘0 = |∼〈S; l;≺〉. Since |∼〈S;≺; l〉 does not satisfy ˝ and RTH (IM3(‘0); ,2) holds,
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we get 〈S; l;≺〉 ∈e IM3(‘0). Further, by Lemma 4.36, 〈S; l;≺〉 ∈e Pf3 (‘), a contradiction
follows immediately from RTH (Pf3 (‘0); ,1) and |∼〈S; l;≺〉 satis>es ,1.
For the converse, since ,1 is equivalent to ,2 and RTH (IM
f
3 (‘0); ,2) holds for any
>nite language ‘0, 10 by Lemma 4.36, RTH (P
f
3 (‘0); ,1) holds for any >nite language
‘0, as desired.
Corollary 4.38. Let ,1; ,2 and 3 be the same as ones in the above theorem. Then
the following are equivalent:
(i) ,2 is equivalent to ,1.
(ii) ,1 implies ,2.
(iii) P3(‘)=e IM3(‘) for any language ‘.
(iv) RTH (Pf3 (‘0); ,1) holds for any +nite language ‘0.
5. Comparison with related works
Recently, in order to explore the logical foundations of nonmonotonic reasoning and
belief change, Bochman presents a uniform logical basis and semantic representation
in which diTerent kinds of nonmonotonic reasoning, e.g. skeptical reasoning, brave
reasoning and defeasible reasoning, can be interpreted and studied [5]. Amongst abun-
dant results published in the monograph [5], some results are related to this paper.
Before comparing with Bochman’s relevant works, let’s recall a notion of a general
rule introduced by him. As we will see, this notion is similar to Scott sequence in the
style.
Denition 5.1 (Bochman [5]). A general rule for an inference relation is a rule of the
form ‖–6, where both  and 6 are >nite sets of conditional assertions.
Given a general rule ˝, a class / of inference relations will be said to satisfy the
rule ˝ (and ˝ will be said to be valid for the class) if each inference relation |∼ from
/ satis>es it, that is, if ∗⊆ |∼ then 6∗ ∩ |∼ = ∅ for any instance ∗‖–6∗ of the rule
˝. Obviously, both Horn and non-Horn rules are general rules, and any general rule
is a compact normal condition (notice that both  and 6 are >nite). So, any result
obtained in this paper also holds for general rules.
In [5], Bochman obtains a negative result that it is impossible to characterize the
class of all injective inference relations using only general rules, which is implied by
the theorem given below.
Theorem 5.2 (Bochman [5]). A general rule is valid with respect to the class of all
injective inference relations only if it is valid with respect to all preferential inference
relations.
10 Notice that IMf3 (‘)= IM3(‘) for any >nite language ‘.
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If the term ‘general rule’ is replaced by ‘compact normal condition’ in the above
theorem then we have the following observation:
Observation 5.3. A compact normal condition is valid with respect to the class of all
injective inference relations only if it is valid with respect to all preferential inference
relations.
Proof. Let ˝ be a compact normal condition satis>ed by all injective inference rela-
tions. Suppose that the preferential inference relation |∼ does not satisfy ˝. Due to the
compactness of ˝, there exists a >nite language ‘0 such that the relation |∼⇓‘0 does
not satisfy ˝. Clearly, the relation |∼⇓‘0 has a >nite model W = 〈S; l0;≺〉, moreover,
we can >nd an expansion language ‘⊇ ‘0 and an injective function l : S→Val(‘) such
that W is the reduct model of 〈S; l;≺〉 with respect to ‘0. Since the model 〈S; l;≺〉 is
injective, the relation |∼〈S; l;≺〉 satis>es ˝, further, the relation |∼W satis>es ˝ because
˝ is normal, a contradiction.
In addition to the above negative result, Bochman obtains many interesting results
about injective inference relations in [5]. For example, in Theorem 7.9.1 in [5] he estab-
lishes the connection between injective preferential models and some special epistemic
states so-called standard union-closed and maximizing epistemic states, and conse-
quently provides a semantic characterization for injective inference relations in terms
of epistemic states, see, Corollary 7.9.1 in [5]. More results about the correspondences
between injective models and epistemic states may be found in [5].
General rules play the same role in Bochman’s works as normal conditions in this
paper, that is, both of them denote rules imposed on inference relations. However,
De>nition 5.1 is very diTerent from De>nition 4.1 in the style. The former is based on
the form of rules, on the other hand, the latter depends on the property of rules. Due to
without limiting the form of rules, our de>nition seems more general than Bochman’s.
However, Bochman’s way has a potential advantage over ours, that is, it is possible
to explore necessary and suPcient conditions so that a class of preferential models can
be characterized in terms of general rules, and establish a theorem in the framework of
preferential models corresponding to Goldblatt–Thomason Theorem in modal logic (see
e.g. [2, Theorem 3.19]), on the other hand, since the de>nition of normal condition
is too loose to guarantee that all normal conditions can act as interesting postulates
for inference relations, it is not competent for this task. More generally, if we use
syntactic way to provide a boundary for rules admitted in characterizing inference
relations as Bochman’s way, it is possible to develop a correspondence theory for
preferential model semantic as modal logicians’s works on Kripke semantic [2]. In
fact, some initial works related to this topic have appeared in [5], for instance, a
notion of similarity has been introduced by Bochman, which is similar to the notion
of bisimulation, a core concept in modern modal logic.
6. Conclusion
The results in this paper reveal that any axiomatizable class of injective models
must be a set of speci+c standard models, in particular, for any set of injective models
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determined by pure-structural property, if the family of inference relations induced by
it can be characterized by normal conditions then it must be a subset of >ltered models
in a certain sense. In addition, the family of all injective inference relations cannot be
characterized using only normal conditions, so, if there exists such a characterization,
the postulates referred must be unusual.
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